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This training manual is meant to educate Notaries on Remote Online Notarization and Basic Loan Signing Agent procedures. After completing this training guide, one will have an understanding of the
procedures completed by a Remote Online Notary Public & a Loan Signing Agent. This training manual will also show you how one can apply for a traditional notary commission or a remote online notary
commission. Within this Training Manual, you are provided with examples of Lender & Title Documents to practice filling out, Terms & Definitions, a Remote Online Notary Script and several other documents
that notaries notarize on a daily basis and how to complete these documents. Important Note to Remember: Notaries are Not Attorney's and can not give legal advice.
Hope, Prosper & Believe!The author, Deborah Raiter has over 20 years of real estate sales, management and signing experience. As a U.S. Navy veteran and former air traffic controller who has been trained
on some of the most advanced systems in the world, she brings her gift of sifting and sorting through volumes of information, then simplifying it to the reader....all through the lens of someone dedicated to
service and helping others.She presents to you a legitimate work-from-home opportunity where you can supplement your current work or start a new life; a new career in something you will love, is flexible
and you are your own boss.A must read for anyone that is looking for hope, enlightenment and a very simple step-by-step outline that will show you how to get out there and do it! The included resources are
vetted, tried and applicably true.This is a fast track to start, market and flourish as a part or full Time Notary Public in all 50 states in less than 4 weeks, for as a little as $250. So, if you are looking for a
legitimate way to earn income, have freedom, flexibility and a have position that is highly esteemed, where you can actually make a difference, this could be the profession for you. It can be a career or
something you do part time. You literally have the say in what work you would accept and what you won't. This book is a result of hundreds of hours of research, community and connections with honest,
reputable people that truly care for your well being. You do not need any prior experience and with just a little training that you can do online or offline, you can start on your way to making thousands of
dollars a month doing loan signings and/or general notary work.Thank you!
This book helps you pass the notary public exam and become a more professional practicing notary public. The following are reasons why you should use this book to prepare for the exam: 1. The author is
an expert at preparing candidates for civil service exams, with more than 30 years of experience. 2. The book utilizes the question and answer method of subject presentation and studying which has a long
history of success. 3. Selected legal terms are explained to help you better understand the law and be a more knowledgeable practicing notary public. 4. Quick Questions in flash card format help you
memorize important facts. 5. Multiple Choice Questions help you to connect important aspects of the law. 6. Practice exams help you to further sharpen up for both the format and subject matter of the notary
exam. Prepare for success! Use this book now - and during your notary public career.
Becoming a Notary loan signing agent can change your life by offering you a new lucrative career. As an independent contractor, this home-based business adapts to either full-time or part-time hours. Once
you become a Notary in your state, all the information and training you need to become a Notary signing agent is in this very detailed and complete home study course / business guide. Over the last several
years I've had the pleasure of coaching many new agents in all the important details required by the loan industry. This course and manual is a direct result of that real-time, one-on-one coaching. And once
you've completed the course, it becomes a field manual to refer to as often as you need to. I feel very passionate about upholding the integrity of our dual role--that of commissioned Notary Public and loan
signing agent. I hope this training starts you off on a lucrative and fulfilling new career. The industry needs well-trained agents. That's you! This course and manual is a direct result of that real-time, one-on-
one coaching. And once you've completed the course, it becomes a field manual to refer to as often as you need to. I feel very passionate about upholding the integrity of our dual role--that of commissioned
Notary Public and loan signing agent. I hope this training starts you off on a lucrative and fulfilling new career. Becoming a Notary loan signing agent can change your life by offering you a new lucrative
career. As an independent contractor, this home-based business adapts to either full-time or part-time hours. Once you become a Notary in your state, all the information and training you need to become a
Notary signing agent is in this very detailed and complete home study course / business guide. Over the last several years I've had the pleasure of coaching many new agents in all the important details
required by the loan industry.
A complete and helpful field guide manual for loan signing notary agents. Traceable processes and dependable communication means quick flawless and easy from start to finish loan signings.
The Complete Notary Journal is the most comprehensive journal for multiple document signings - designed specifically for Loan Signing Agent notaries with additional selections for general notary work and
estate planning. Our Complete Notary Journal has an extensive list of documents - the comprehensive checkbox list of documents saves you time by eliminating the need to handwrite common real estate
and loan document titles. You can select the type of notarial act (acknowledgments/Jurats) for each document checked. Additional lines are provided to add custom document entries and notes. The
Complete Notary Journal has sample oaths and easy-to-read illustrated instructions. Our single spread layout keeps your signer's information private while simplifying the notary journal process. Perfect for
Loan Signing Agents. Large Signature thumbprint boxes. Up to 4 signers per spread. The handy front Information page lets you add all of your important information, contact info, commission number and
expiration date, bond, and insurance information, and your Notary Journal start and completion date. Our front cover also provides a place for you to record the journal date range so you can easily find the
correct journal if a record is requested.
According to the National Notary Association, there are 4.8 million notaries working in the U.S. Depending upon state regulations, notaries can perform marriages, witness and authenticate the signing or real
estate mortgage loan documents and other legal contracts, and take and certify depositions. Notaries can make an average of $10 to $200 per signing, depending on the document type. Each state has
individual guidelines that one must follow when First applying to become a notary. You will learn the ins and Outs of the application process state-by-state, including which states require training sessions and
exams, and also information on the appointment process and individual state laws that govern the practice or notaries. Beyond providing you with the information on becoming a notary, you will he supplied
with a wealth of information about opening your own notary business, including working as a mobile signing agent, where you travel to your customers, or operating a full-scale notary business managing
other notaries. A special chapter on services you can offer and average prices charged for those services will he included. and also information on charging for travel fees, appointment no-shows, emergency
notarizations, and many other services that can be offered for a fee. This complete manual will arm you with everything you need, including sample business forms, leases, and contracts: worksheets and
checklists for planning, opening, and running day-to-day operations: plans and layouts: and dozens of other valuable, time-saving tools of the trade that no business owner should be without. A special section
on the importance of keeping your notary journal up-to-date is included, as well as vital information about your unique notary stamp.
This notary journal for Loan Signing Agents is perfect for saving time and staying organized during loan signings. This is a time saving notary log book will give you 99 loan
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signing entries for up to 2 signers per page. Here is why you will LOVE this Single Page Multiple Entry Notary Journal for Loan Signing Agents: Time saving: Avoid the tedious
task of making multiple journal entries for each signer at one loan signing by entering the redundant information ONCE and just check the kind of notarization for the document
you are notarizing from the expansive list of most common loan signing documents. CONVENIENT 8.5" x 11" size which will not be awkward to use and tuck away in your notary
bag! 96 'one-page multiple documents' notary journal pages for up to 2 singers! Comprehensive list of 42 most commonly occurring documents included in Loan Packets for Loan
Signing Agents. Additional blank spaces for populating less common documents. Client information privacy is PROTECTED by only listing that client on their page. INTUITIVE
and user friendly! Generous notes section for pertinent information you want to add. QR code on back cover for easy re-ordering. Meets the requirements of TX Govt Code
406.014. Please check your state requirements. Contains the following information blocks: Date if Closing Date of Documents Closing AddressProperty Address Type of Closing
List of 42 most commonly notarized documents Signer's Name Signer's Mailing Address Signer's Signature Notes section ADD this loan signing agent journal to your notary bag
TODAY!!!
The office of notary public has a long and proud history in our society. Their work is rarely glamorous, but it is so important that the highest courts in the nation routinely accept
properly notarized documents as evidence in legal matters. In fact, the law governing notaries gives them the same mission as sworn law enforcement officers, "to serve and
protect."
Ring provides everything readers need to know to start their own profitable and professional business notarizing documents for mortgage, title, and signing companies
nationwide.
What is a Notary Public? A notary public is a public officer appointed and commissioned by the Governor whose function is to administer oaths (or affirmations); to take
acknowledgments; to attest to the trueness of photocopies of certain documents; and to perform other duties specified by Florida law.
This 200 page notary journal for Loan Signing Agents is perfect for saving time and staying organized during loan signings. This is a time saving notary log book will give you 196
loan signing entries for up to 2 signers per page. Here is why you will LOVE ??? this Single Page Multiple Entry Notary Journal for Loan Signing Agents: Time saving: Avoid the
tedious task of making multiple journal entries for each signer at one loan signing by entering the redundant information ONCE and just check the kind of notarization for the
document you are notarizing from the expansive list of most common loan signing documents. CONVENIENT 8.5" x 11" size which will not be awkward to use and tuck away in
your notary bag! 196 'one-page multiple documents' notary journal pages for up to 2 singers! Comprehensive list of 42 most commonly occurring documents included in Loan
Packets for Loan Signing Agents. Additional blank spaces for populating less common documents. Client information privacy is PROTECTED by only listing that client on their
page. INTUITIVE and user friendly! Soft cover! Numbered pages to meet some states requirements. Generous notes section for pertinent information you want to add. QR code
on back cover for easy re-ordering. Meets the requirements of TX Govt Code 406.014. Please check your state requirements. Contains the following information blocks: Date if
Closing Date of Documents Closing AddressProperty Address Type of Closing List of 42 most commonly notarized documents Signer's Name Signer's Mailing Address Signer's
Signature Notes section ADD this loan signing agent journal to your notary bag TODAY!!!
A notary is a public official responsible for independently verifying signatures and oaths. Depending on how a document is written, a notarization serves to affirm the identity of a
signer and the fact that they personally executed their signature. A notarization, or notarial act, officially documents the identity of a party to a document or transaction and the
occasion of the signing that others can rely upon, usually at face value. A notary's authentication is intended to be reliable, to avoid the inconvenience of having to locate a signer
to have them personally verify their signature, as well as to document the execution of a document perhaps long after the lifetime of the signer and the notary. An oath is a sworn
statement. In most cases a person will swear that a written statement, oral statement, or testimony they are about to give is true. A notary can document that the notary
administered an oath to an individual.
Updated 2012! Becoming a Notary loan signing agent can change your life by offering you a new lucrative career. As an independent contractor, this home-based business
adapts to either full-time or part-time hours. Once you become a Notary in your state, all the information and training you need to become a Notary signing agent is in this very
detailed and complete home study course / business guide. Over the last several years I've had the pleasure of coaching many new agents in all the important details required by
the loan industry. This course and manual is a direct result of that real-time, one-on-one coaching. And once you've completed the course, it becomes a field manual to refer to
as often as you need to. I feel very passionate about upholding the integrity of our dual role--that of commissioned Notary Public and loan signing agent. I hope this training starts
you off on a lucrative and fulfilling new career. The industry needs well-trained agents. That's you! Please note: Loan Signing Agent certification is not legally required to perform
loan signings. Simply being a commissioned Notary Public is all that is legally needed to notarize any document. However, some title companies and signing agencies now
require certification as proof that a notary is familiar and skilled with the process. There is no legal entity governing signing agent courses or certification. Certification only shows
that you have taken a course and/or passed a final exam in a particular field of study. It does not imply any type of official or governmental licensing or certification.
Ideal for commercial real estate investors, brokers, lenders, developers, attorneys, and anyone else interested in taking an inside look at how the commercial real estate industry
works. Intent to Prosper, Due Diligence and Commercial Real Estate by Chicago real estate attorney R. Kymn Harp includes practical and easy-tounderstand guidance for
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commercial real estate professionals while avoiding textbook drudgery. This book wont teach you everything you need to know about commercial real estate, but if you intend to
prosper in commercial real estate, you do need to know what is in this book.
THIS IS THE END ALL - BE ALL for Notary Journals. It includes everything you need to be sure you're covered in the event you're ever called into court to testify about
something you've notarized. This book provides an easy way to keep track of your clients and documents, with ample room for each item and with one page dedicated to each
client it helps to keep your clients' privacy intact. The carefully designed and thoroughly tested layout in this logbook addresses all of these problems and more, making it the
ultimate tool for your Notary Signing Agent business. *All in one pages for each transaction with up to 2 signers, and 2 witnesses. *Signers information includes Name, Address,
Phone, Email and Signature. *Both Witnesses have room for their complete addresses as well. *Reminder in page for ID Information. *This journal has a space for thumbprints
and fees. *There is room to put the company who hired you, so that you can keep up with who to send the bill to! *As a notary signing agent, are you still looking for the right
notary journal for your business? This journal is the one you are looking for! All in one page for one transaction up to 2 signers, and 2 witnesses on each page. We've gone the
extra mile with this Log by creating others just like it with a different cover - to suit your own personality! You can find these by checking out our Author Page! Check out other
titles at https://GoodSensePublishing
This is a comprehensive training guide on how to start and grow a mobile notary and loan signing business from scratch, in all 50 states. Establish a flexible schedule, earn
unlimited income, and work a business that you can be proud of.
Everybody knows what a notary public does, right? Actually, there is much misunderstanding and confusion about what the proper role and duty of a notary is. A notary public
does not ?legalize? documents, or verify the accuracy or truthfulness of the content or statements made in a document, and yet the role that a notary plays in ascertaining the
identity of the person who signs a document, placing that person under oath, if required, and determining the signer's intent and willingness to consent to the transaction is vital in
modern society. A notary public is a public official commissioned by the Secretary of State to administer oaths and affirmations, take acknowledgments, witness signatures, and
perform other duties as permitted by state law. A notary should be familiar with the Idaho notary laws and to follow the standards of reasonable care for performing a notarial act.
Supercharge Your Notary Business With LinkedIn answers these questions with specific examples of what to say, and not say, when you're building relationships. There are
common mistakes that most notaries make when they're seeking customers, and this book will highlight them so you can avoid them. Notaries are always looking for fast and
easy ways to make money being of service in this business. And, while not always fast, relationships are the key to building a thriving notary business. This book will help you
develop the habit of staying in touch with your prospects all the time, so when you finally do ask them for their business, it seems like the only natural thing to do. No sales, no
sleaze, just authentic relationships and a genuine care to support other people in their endeavors.This is how you supercharge your notary business with LinkedIn!No matter
where you get your training to be a mobile notary and loan signing agent; National Notary Association, Notary Coach, Sign & Thrive Notary Training Course and Community,
Notary2Pro, Laura Biewer Presents, Loan Signing System, Supercharge Your Notary Business With LinkedIn WILL help you build your brand, get known, and connect with your
dream clients.
The Department of Licensing has worked to keep the notary public application process as simple as possible. A prospective notary need only submit a complete application,
proof of a $10,000 surety bond, and appropriate fees to the Department of Licensing in order to begin the process. Once an applicant has completed all application requirements
and proven that he or she is eligible, the Department will have a new certificate of commission mailed out promptly. New in 2018, notaries public can also apply for an electronic
records notary public endorsement, which allows the notary to perform notarial acts on electronic documents as well as paper documents. The application process is similar to
the application process for the commission, and can be done at the same time or separately.
Mobile Notaries have been a recognized profession for many years, providing a valuable service to those who can't go to a Notary, or just prefer the convenience of having the
Notary come to them. Mobile Notaries typically charge for their mobile services in addition to any notarization fees. In relatively recent years, the loan and real estate industry has
developed a need for Notary loan signing agents who guide a borrower through the process of signing the paperwork in a loan package, as well as witnessing and notarizing
certain documents included in that packet. This provides an even greater potential for income to the mobile Notary. However, mobile Notaries can still make a very good living
notarizing a myriad of non-loan documents without entering the loan signing industry at all. Becoming a Notary Public as an add-on service to your current employment or
business is a good way to start your mobile Notary service. Not only will it give you an edge over competition for company positions and promotions, but will start you off with
contacts and clients that will help your business quickly grow from part-time to full-time. This guide will show you how to start your own business as a mobile Notary Public either
part-time or full-time.
"Harried parents or teachers seeking ideas for science fair projects will find this resource a godsend." --Science Books & Films "An excellent resource for students looking for
ideas." --Booklist "Useful information and hints on how to design, conduct, and present a science project." --Library Journal "Sound advice on how to put together a first-rate
project." --Alan Newman, American Chemical Society Want the inside tips for putting together a first-rate science fair project that will increase your understanding of the scientific
method, help you to learn more about a fascinating science topic, and impress science fair judges? The Complete Handbook of Science Fair Projects, newly revised and
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updated, is the ultimate guide to every aspect of choosing, preparing, and presenting an outstanding science fair project. Special features of this unbeatable guide include: 50
award-winning projects from actual science fairs-including many new project ideas-along with an expanded list of 500 fascinating science fair topics suitable for grades 7 and up
Straightforward, highly detailed guidelines on how to develop an outstanding project-from selecting a great topic and conducting your experiment to organizing data, giving oral
and visual presentations, and much more The latest ISEF rules and guidelines Updated information on resources and state and regional science fair listings The Complete
Handbook of Science Fair Projects gives you all the guidance you'll need to create a science fair project worthy of top honors.
You don't need a pile of money to start your mobile notary business. Really. What you need is a clear, practical path to launching and running one. Two years ago I had no idea
of what a notary did or their importance to the world. So I spent months reading and researching how to become a mobile notary. The exact process to achieve that is within this
book, designed to save you months of research. Inside you'll find concrete and concise steps to help you along such as: The who, what, where, when, and why of the notary
business. Getting your first notary gig and hustling for the ones that follow. What I wish I knew when I first started. An actual day in my life as a mobile notary. So don't wait any
longer! Take the leap. Future You will be grateful you did.
Notary Loan Signing Agent - Comprehensive Certification Course and Reference ManualIncluding Over 50 Sample Loan Documents and Final ExamCreateSpace
This Hardcover notary journal for Loan Signing Agents is perfect for saving time and staying organized during loan signings. This is a time saving notary log book will give you
196 loan signing entries for up to 2 signers per page. Here is why you will LOVE ??? this Single Page Multiple Entry Notary Journal for Loan Signing Agents: Hardcover, long
lasting, and high quality. Time saving: Avoid the tedious task of making multiple journal entries for each signer at one loan signing by entering the redundant information ONCE
and just check the kind of notarization for the document you are notarizing from the expansive list of most common loan signing documents. CONVENIENT 8.5" x 11" size which
will not be awkward to use and tuck away in your notary bag! 196 'one-page multiple documents' notary journal pages for up to 2 singers! Comprehensive list of 42 most
commonly occurring documents included in Loan Packets for Loan Signing Agents. Additional blank spaces for populating less common documents. Client information privacy is
PROTECTED by only listing that client on their page. INTUITIVE and user friendly! Soft cover! Numbered pages to meet some states requirements. Generous notes section for
pertinent information you want to add. QR code on back cover for easy re-ordering. Meets the requirements of TX Govt Code 406.014. Please check your state requirements.
Contains the following information blocks: Date of Closing Date of Documents Closing AddressProperty Address Type of Closing List of 42 most commonly notarized documents
Signer's Name Signer's Mailing Address Signer's Signature Notes section ADD this loan signing agent journal to your notary bag TODAY!!!
NEWLY REVISED and expanded 2016! Becoming a Notary loan signing agent can change your life by offering you a new lucrative career. As an independent contractor, this
home-based business adapts to either full-time or part-time hours. Once you become a Notary in your state, all the information and training you need to become a Notary signing
agent is in this very detailed and complete home study course / business guide. Over the last several years I've had the pleasure of coaching many new agents in all the
important details required by the loan industry. This course and manual is a direct result of that real-time, one-on-one coaching. And once you've completed the course, it
becomes a field manual to refer to as often as you need to. I feel very passionate about upholding the integrity of our dual role--that of commissioned Notary Public and loan
signing agent. I hope this training starts you off on a lucrative and fulfilling new career. The industry needs well-trained agents. That's you! Please note: Loan Signing Agent
certification is not legally required to perform loan signings. Simply being a commissioned Notary Public is all that is legally needed to notarize any document. However, some title
companies and signing agencies now require certification as proof that a notary is familiar and skilled with the process. There is no legal entity governing signing agent courses or
certification. Certification only shows that you have taken a course and/or passed a final exam in a particular field of study. It does not imply any type of official or governmental
licensing or certification.
This notary journal for Loan Signing Agents is perfect for saving time and staying organized during loan signings. This is a time saving notary log book will give you 100 loan
signing entries with BONUS 10 pages for General Notary Work notary journal entries with multiple documents for 1 event and 60 single notary journal entries. Here is why you
will LOVE ??? this Single Page Multiple Entry Notary Journal for Loan Signing Agents: Time saving: Avoid the tedious task of making multiple journal entries for each signer at
one loan signing by entering the redundant information ONCE and just check the kind of notarization for the document you are notarizing from the expansive list of most common
loan signing documents. CONVENIENT 8.5" x 11" size which will not be awkward to use and tuck away in your notary bag! 100 'one-page multiple documents' notary journal
pages for up to 4 singers! Comprehensive list of 42 most commonly occurring documents included in Loan Packets for Loan Signing Agents. Additional blank spaces for
populating less common documents. BONUS 10 general notary work journal entries for one client multiple documents!!! BONUS 60 single notary journal entries!!! Client
information privacy is PROTECTED by only listing that client on their page. INTUITIVE and user friendly! Soft cover! Generous notes section for pertinent information you want to
add. Meets the requirements of TX Govt Code 406.014. ADD this loan signing agent journal to your notary bag TODAY!!!
The Efficient Notary Journal is the perfect journal for multiple document signings - loan closings:. ? COMPREHENSIVE PREPRINTED LIST OF DOCUMENTS - The journal has
preprinted most common documents (more than any other journal) which saves you a lot time at signing table, and there is a lot space for the documents that are not listed on the
journal. ? SEE INSIDE THIS INNOVATIVE JOURNAL - Please use laptop or desktop to see inside the journal or use the "Look Inside" feature. ? ONE PAGE PER
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TRANSACTION LAYOUT THAT KEEPS INFORMATION PRIVATE one page has room for two signers and up to 19 entries! ? INCLUDING THUMPRINT AND ADDITIONAL
SPACE FOR YOU TO WRITE ANY ADDITIONAL NOTE OR CREBIBLE WITNESS INFORMATION IF NEEDED.
LOG BOOK FOR NOTARY PUBLICS WHO ARE SIGNING AGENTS PROFESSIONALS
How to Start, Run & Grow a Part-Time Notary Public & Loan Signing Agent Business DIY Startup Guide For All 50 States & DC If you can work 2-3 hours a day and bring home around 50K/year, would you
consider that to be a good side business? If so, would you want to give that a try? Let me explain how. The profession of notary signing agent is becoming more and more popular lately simply because there
are more transactions and loans being approved via online and from companies across the country. Even until ten years ago, if you wanted to get a loan, you would apply at your local banks, but not
anymore, you can apply online to various online banks and lending institutions who offer better terms and rates than most of your typical local banks. But anytime there is a loan closing where the lending
institution does not have a local office; they call on local loan signing agents who are also a notary public. The job of the notary/loan signing agent is to meet with the applicants in person, and have them sign
and notarize their loan closing documents then send the documents back to the lender. A typical loan signing can take around an hour to an hour and a half and the compensation ranges from $100-$200 for
each closing. Since all Notary signing agents are also Notary public by default, you can also offer your notary service to your local community and pick some extra income. If you had to notarize any
documents lately, then you know a typical notary charges between $10- $25 to notarize a document. Best of all, you don't have to give up your full-time job or business to start this business. You can always
offer your services just in the evenings and weekends and only when you are not busy doing things with your family. Lets' say you only offer your services on the weekend and do about two closings a week
which is around 4 hours of work. You can make anywhere from $200-$400 each week. Let's say you make the average of $300 a week that would mean you are making $1,200 extra each month which is
$14,400 per year. Tell me isn't that a great side income to have? If this interests you enough, here is what I show you in this book. In Part -1 What is Notarization The Notarization Process Difference Between
Notary Public and Notary Signing Agent What Certificates and Training You will Need Five Benefits Becoming a Notary Signing Agent The cost to become a Notary Signing Agent How to get Started Supplies
you will need Expenses to Consider Insurance & Bonds You will Need Running a Notary Signing Agent Business How to get your First Assignment How to get in and out of State clients Eight Ways You Can
Make Extra Money Detail Step By Step Process to Become a Notary Signing Agent How to Renew Your Certificates In Part -2 I outlined the exact requirements you will need to fulfill for each of the 50 States
along with District of Columbia.
Learn how to build a successful business as a notary public and signing agent in the real estate industry. This book will teach you the fundamentals to setting up a successful notary business that has limitless
earning potential. Based off the training provided by Notary2Notary.com, it will teach: licensing & insurance, supplies & equipment, simple notarizations vs loan closings, and much more.
There are over 4.5 million notaries in the United States - public servants appointed by their states to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the document signing process. Innovation has long overlooked the
notarial process, but its time for transformation has finally come.Remote online notarization allows documents to be notarized in electronic form with the signer signing with an electronic signature and
appearing before a commissioned electronic notary online via audio-video technology. This allows anyone with an Internet connection to get documents signed and notarized online. In this book, we'll set out
to describe remote online notarization and its impact. We'll also cover how you can use it, why it's more secure and accessible than traditional notarial processes, and how it's transforming an industry forever.
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